FISHING SCULPTURE AWARDS
Marine Art and Trophies is a division of Torogoz Co.
Torogoz was founded in 1976 as family business targeting the awards market. The company’s peculiar name is taken from the national bird of El Salvador (Momotus) as a tribute to its beauty from our founder, Oscar Panameno.

Our awards have the perfect combination between quality and design. We have more than 150 collaborators, among them, technicians in the metal process and great skilled artists that make possible the creations of our Fishing Sculptures, Custom Corporate and Sports Awards.

Our Fishing Sculpture Awards have been in tournaments in more than 30 different countries around the globe including United States, Mexico, Central America, Caribbean Islands, Angola, Thailand, Spain, Australia....

Our Artist

Maru Panameno
Designer
Our TROPHIES Around the Globe

In more than 30 COUNTRIES...
Fisherman

05-7580B
Fisherman
Size: 14.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel, Copper

05-7581N
Fisherman
Size: 13"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel, Copper

05-7582C
Fisherman
Size: 9"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel, Copper

MARINE TROPHIES by Trophee
Marlin

NEW

05-7590N-MARLINAZ
Blue Marlin
Size: 9.5"
Finish: Nickel with color

05-7599N-MARLINAZ
Blue Marlin
Size: 13"
Finish: Nickel with color

05-7591N-MARLINAZ
Blue Marlin
Size: 17"
Finish: Nickel with color
Marlin

05-7587N-MARLINAZ
Blue Marlin, White Marlin
Size: 10"
Finish: Fish and base Nickel

05-7586N-MARLINAZ
Blue Marlin, White Marlin
Size: 13.5"
Finish: Fish and base Nickel

05-7585N-MARLINAZ
Blue Marlin, White Marlin
Size: 17.5"
Finish: Fish and base Nickel

05-7584N-MARLINAZ
Blue Marlin, White Marlin
Size: 21.5"
Finish: Fish and base Nickel
Marlin

05-7555N-MARLINAZ
Blue Marlin, White Marlin
Size: 9.5"
Finish: Nickel

05-7554N-MARLINAZ
Blue Marlin, White Marlin
Size: 12"
Finish: Nickel

05-7553N-MARLINAZ
Blue Marlin, White Marlin
Size: 15"
Finish: Nickel
Marlin

05-7583B-MARLINAZ
Blue Marlin, White Marlin
Size: 9.5"
Finish: Fish Bronze/Oyster Copper

FREE MARLIN SCULPTURE
05-7583N-MARLINAZ
Blue Marlin, White Marlin
Size: 20"
Finish: Fish bronze/Base nickel

05-7503B-MARLINAZ
Blue Marlin
Size: 41"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

MARINE TROPHIES
by Tronsgaard
Sailfish

05-7536N-PEZVELA
Sailfish
Size: 9.5"
Finish:
Bronze, Nickel

05-7535N-PEZVELA
Sailfish
Size: 11.5"
Finish:
Bronze, Nickel

05-7534B-PEZVELA
Sailfish
Size: 15"
Finish:
Bronze, Nickel

05-75338-PEZVELA
Sailfish
Size: 19.5"
Finish:
Bronze, Nickel

MARINE TROPHIES
by Tonsgu
Sailfish

05-7564B-PEZVELA
Sailfish
Size: 9.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7553N-PEZVELA
Sailfish
Size: 13"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7562B-PEZVELA
Sailfish
Size: 16"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel
Sailfish

05-7570N-PEZVELA
Sailfish
Size: 9.5"
Finish: Nickel

05-7569N-PEZVELA
Sailfish
Size: 13"
Finish: Nickel

05-7568N-PEZVELA
Sailfish
Size: 16"
Finish: Nickel

05-7572N-PEZVELA
Sailfish
Size: 19"
Finish: Nickel

MARINE TROPHIES
by Togni
Sailfish

05-7558N-PEZVELA
Sailfish
Size: 9.5"
Finish: Nickel

05-7557N-PEZVELA
Sailfish
Size: 12"
Finish: Nickel

05-7556N-PEZVELA
Sailfish
Size: 15"
Finish: Nickel
Tarpon

05-7521N-TARPON
Tarpon
Size: 9.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7511N-TARPON
Tarpon
Size: 11"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7510B-TARPON
Tarpon
Size: 19"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7509B-TARPON
Tarpon
Size: 25"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel
Dolphin Fish

05-7511B-DORADO
Dolphin fish
Size: 17”
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7530B-DORADO
Dolphin fish
Size: 15”
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7526N-DORADO
Dolphin fish
Size: 13”
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7521N-DORADO
Dolphin fish
Size: 9.5”
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7531N-DORADO
Dolphin fish
Size: 11.5”
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7532B-DORADO
Dolphin fish
Size: 9.5”
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

MARINE TROPHIES
by Tamruga
Kingfish

05-7511N-KINGFISH
Kingfish
Size: 17"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7530B-KINGFISH
Kingfish
Size: 15"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7526B-KINGFISH
Kingfish
Size: 13"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7531N-KINGFISH
Kingfish
Size: 11.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7521N-KINGFISH
Kingfish
Size: 9.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7532B-KINGFISH
Kingfish
Size: 9.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel
Tuna

05-7511B-ATUN
Yellow Fin Tuna/
Blue Fin Tuna
Size: 17"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7530B-ATUN
Yellow Fin Tuna/
Blue Fin Tuna
Size: 15"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7531N-ATUNAZUL
Yellow Fin Tuna/
Blue Fin Tuna
Size: 11.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7521N-ATUNAZUL
Yellow Fin Tuna/
Blue Fin Tuna
Size: 9.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7526N-ATUN
Yellow Fin Tuna/
Blue Fin Tuna
Size: 13"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7532B-ATUN
Yellow Fin Tuna/
Blue Fin Tuna
Size: 9.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel
Amberjack

05-7514B-BOJALA
Amberjack
Size: 17"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7530B-BOJALA
Amberjack
Size: 16"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7511N-BOJALA
Amberjack
Size: 17"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7531B-BOJALA
Amberjack
Size: 11.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7526N-BOJALA
Amberjack
Size: 13"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7532N-BOJALA
Amberjack
Size: 9.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel
Snapper

05-7511N-SNAPPER
Snapper
Size: 17"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7530B-SNAPPER
Snapper
Size: 15"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7531N-SNAPPER
Snapper
Size: 11.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7526B-SNAPPER
Snapper
Size: 13"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7521N-SNAPPER
Snapper
Size: 9.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7532B-SNAPPER
Snapper
Size: 9.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

Marine Trophies
Shark

05-75618-TIBURMAK
Size: 9.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7560N-TIBURMAK
Size: 13"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7515N-TIBURMAK
Shark
Size: 17"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7559B-TIBURMAK
Size: 16"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

MARINE TROPHIES by Torego
Snook, Mackarel & Grouper

05-7511B-ROBALO
Snook
Size: 17"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7516B-SIERRA
Mackarel
Size: 17"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7515B-MERO
Grouper
Size: 17"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel
Striped Bass

NEW

05-7532B-STRIPBASS
Striped Bass
Size: 9.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7531N-STRIPBASS
Striped Bass
Size: 11.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7530B-STRIPBASS
Striped Bass
Size: 15"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel
Bass

05-7552N-BASS
Bass
Size: 10"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7551B-BASS
Bass
Size: 13.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7550N-BASS
Bass
Size: 16"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel
Rodeo

05-7519B-RODEO
Dolphin fish, wahoo and tuna
Size: 15"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7578N-RODEO
Dolphin fish, wahoo and tuna
Size: 20"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

05-7577B-RODEO
Dolphin fish, wahoo and tuna
Size: 22"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel
Mural Plaques

05-8001B
Blue Marlin Mural
Size: 21"
Finish:
Bronze, Nickel, Copper

05-8001N
Blue Marlin Mural
Size: 21"
Finish:
Bronze, Nickel, Copper

05-8001C
Blue Marlin Mural
Size: 21"
Finish:
Bronze, Nickel, Copper
Mural Plaques

05-8000B
Sailfish Mural
Size: 21"
Finish:
Bronze, Nickel, Copper

05-8000N
Sailfish Mural
Size: 21"
Finish:
Bronze, Nickel, Copper

05-8000C
Sailfish Mural
Size: 21"
Finish:
Bronze, Nickel, Copper
Photo Etching plaques

07-2036N
Photo Etching Plaque
Size: 12.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

07-2035B
Photo Etching Plaque
Size: 11.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

07-1037N
Photo Etching Plaque
Size: 10.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel
Photo Etching plaques

07-2034B
Photo Etching Plaque
Size: 13" x 10.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

07-2033B
Photo Etching Plaque
Size: 12" x 9"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

07-2032B
Photo Etching Plaque
Size: 10" x 8"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

07-2031B
Photo Etching Plaque
Size: 9" x 7"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel
Photo Etching plaques

1st. PLACE
07-2034N
Photo Etching Plaque
Size: 13" x 10.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

2nd. PLACE
07-2033N
Photo Etching Plaque
Size: 12" x 9"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

3rd. PLACE
07-2032N
Photo Etching Plaque
Size: 10" x 8"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel

3rd. PLACE
07-2031N
Photo Etching Plaque
Size: 9" x 7"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel
Die Casting Medal
Hook with Kingfish
Size: 4.25''
Finish: Bronze, Nickel, Copper

Die Casting Medal
Hook with Blue Marlin
Size: 4.25''
Finish: Bronze, Nickel, Copper

Die Casting Medal
Hook with Blue Marlin
Size: 4.25''
Finish: Bronze, Nickel, Copper
Medals

Die Casting Medal
Coral with Blue Marlin
Size: 4.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel, Copper

Die Casting Medal
Coral with Blue Marlin
Size: 4.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel, Copper

Die Casting Medal
Coral with Blue Marlin
Size: 4.5"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel, Copper

Marine Trophies by Yorvills
Fish with Double Hooks Medal
Fish: Blue Marlin
Size: 2.50"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel, Copper

Fish with Double Hooks Medal
Fish: Blue Marlin
Size: 2.50"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel, Copper

Fish with Double Hooks Medal
Fish: Blue Marlin
Size: 2.50"
Finish: Bronze, Nickel, Copper
Perpetual Custom Trophies

Copa Club de Yates y Pesca de Panamá
Size: 36"
Panama

Blue Marlin Bounty Tournament
Size: 25"
United States
If your company wants to sponsor a sport tournament and you want a unique trophy design that highlights your brand, we can make you the perfect award to recognize the triumph of the athletes and highlight the excellence of your company.
FLOR DE CAÑA
Latin American Golf Open
Finish: Bronze
Size: 18” Height
Country: Nicaragua

LIDOM CUP
Baseball Professional League
Finish: Nickel & Bronze
Size: 28” Height
Country: Dominican Republic
EL GRAFICO
Best Goalkeeper
Finish: Cooper & Bronze
Size: 24" Height
Country: El Salvador

PEPSI
Pepsi Football Cup
Finish: Bronze & Nickel
Size: 24" Height
Country: El Salvador

SPORT CUSTOM
Awards
CORPORATE CUSTOM AWARDS

We can design and produce custom premium gifts to please your special customers or collaborators, positioning your brand in a different and elegant way.
Corporate Custom Awards

**PIXEL**
Digital Animation Award  
Finish: Nickel  
Size: 12" Height  
Country: El Salvador

**ESR**
Social Responsibility Corporate Award  
Finish: Bright Bronze, Stone detail  
Size: 12" Height  
Country: Honduras
Corporate Custom Awards

PAPER TOILETTE COMPANY AWARD
Best Distributor
Finish: Bronze
Size: 12” Height
Country: El Salvador

FONAES
Environment Award
Finish: Bright Bronze, Sandstone detail
Size: 12” Height
Country: El Salvador
Corporate Custom Awards

**BEST RESTAURANT AWARD**
- Finish: Nickel and Bronze
- Size: 10" Height
- Country: El Salvador

**SUGAR CANE COMPANY AWARD**
- Commemoration Anniversary
- Finish: Bronze
- Size: 18" Height
- Country: El Salvador
If your company wants to sponsor a sport tournament and you want a unique trophy design that highlights your brand, we can make you the perfect award to recognize the triumph of the athletes and highlight the excellence of your company.
Corporate Gifts

Monument Replica
Finish: Silver Plated & Copper
Size: 12" Height
Country: Puerto Rico

BEER COMPANY GIFT
Building Replica
Finish: Nickel
Size: 12" Height
Country: Mexico
Corporate Gifts

SUGAR COMPANY PAPERWEIGHT
Finish: Copper
Size: 4.5" Height
Country: El Salvador

COFFEE COMPANY GIFT
Traditional Grinder
Finish: Copper
Size: 5" Height
Country: El Salvador
Calle San Antonio Abad 2105 San Salvador, El Salvador    Phone +(503) 2234-7777
www.marineartandtrophies.com
Contact: marupanameno@torogoz.com